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D SUID        9      1 

     Sample unit identifier 

     This identifier is created by scrambling 

     together the PSU, segment and serial of 

     the original sample address.  It may be 

     used in matching sample units from  

     different waves 

     Range=(000000000:999999999) 

U All persons who reported holding at least one job during at least one wave 

of the panel, 

  i.e. WS12002 > '00' for at least one wave 

 

D ENTRY       2    10 

     Edited entry address ID 

     Address ID of the household that this 

     person belonged to at the time this 

     person first became part of the sample 

     Range=(11:99) 

U All persons who reported holding at least one job during at least one wave 

of the panel, 

  i.e. WS12002 > '00' for at least one wave 

   

D PNUM        3    12 

     Edited person number 

     Range=(101:998) 

U All persons who reported holding at least one job during at least one wave 

of the panel, 

  i.e. WS12002 > '00' for at least one wave 

     

D PANEL       4     15 

     Sample code - indicates panel year 

     Range=(1992:1992) 

U All persons who reported holding at least one job during at least one wave 

of the panel, 

  i.e. WS12002 > '00' for at least one wave 

   

D WAVE        2     19 

     Control card item 36A - wave number 

     associated with the interview status 

     Range=(1:9) 

U All persons who reported holding at least one job during at least one wave 

of the panel, 

  i.e. WS12002 > '00' for at least one wave 

   

D JOBID       2     21 

     Originally Released Employer I.D. number 

     (Same as WS12002 or WS22102 on public use wave files) 

     Range=(01:14) 

U All persons who reported holding at least one job during at least one wave 

of the panel, 

  i.e. WS12002 > '00' for at least one wave 

 

D JOBID_REVISED   2    23 



     Edited Employer I.D. number 

     Changed to be longitudinally consistent across all waves 

     Range=(01:14) 

U All persons who reported holding at least one job during at least one wave 

of the panel, 

  i.e. WS12002 > '00' for at least one wave 

 

D FLAG_JOBID_CHANGE  1    25 

     Indicator for whether a revision was made to the original jobid 

     Range=(0:1) 

U All persons who reported holding at least one job during at least one wave 

of the panel, 

  i.e. WS12002 > '00' for at least one wave 

V              0 .No revisions made to this jobid in this wave and 

jobid=jobid_revised 

V              1 .Revisions made to this jobid in this wave and jobid ~= 

jobid_revised 


